
Factory  hot  selling  5mm
silver mirror for shower room
furniture  use  reliable
supplier

What is 5mm silver mirror?

Silver mirror is a kind of product use float glass, produced
through a trinal processing work by coating a silver film, a
copper  film,  and  two  layers  of  waterproof  paints  on  the
surface of glass.

Shenzhen Dragon Glass Co., Ltd produce high quality silver
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mirror with large standard size or cut small size, polished
flat and beveled edges for decoration of frameless bathroom
mirror and wall mirror. Multiple colors options: extra clear
glass  mirror  and  acid  frosted  glass  mirrors  or  laminated
mirror glass.
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Silver mirror production and packing

How  to  produce  high  quality  5mm
silver mirror

Select high quality float glass, the standard shall be no
bubbles, no scratches, and confirm whether need cleaning if
there have stain, then polishing the surface of float glass to
make easy coating by metal, transfer to the mirror coating
production line.

Coating by silver and copper, if no need copper, need to
confirm by production team, then make its be dry surface.



Lacquered the back side of mirror, be dry, then lacquer for
user can touch, be dry, then clean the mirror side, finished



The features of 5mm silver mirror

The mirror have very high clear and exact images when1.
using;
Two layer of water proof paints, excellent resistance to2.
corrosion and humidity, and much durable;
Multicolor  options  such  as  clear,  extra  clear,3.
laminated, or translucent;
If needed, safety back film are available; (CAT 1 and4.
CAT II)
Temperable and other processing, also have a very good5.
condition for edge polished.



Some finished products for 5mm silver mirror

Specification of 5mm silver mirror

Product name 5mm silver mirror, 3/16 silver mirror glass,

Thickness
5mm, 3/16, other thickness have 3mm(1/8),

4mm(5/32), 6mm(1/4), 8mm(5/16)

Size
914x1220mm, 1220x1830mm, 1830x2440mm,
2140x3300mm, 2250x3300mm, 2440x3660mm



Standard ISO 9001,

Color range Clear, ultra clear/Low iron, translucent

Processing Cut size, safety film, edging, beveling

Customized Support, logos, patterns, and so on

Package
Plywood crates pack with paper separate, water

clean

Packages and packing for 5mm silver
mirror

The mirror packing, we often use water to clean all piece of
mirror, and use paper separate, make sure no scratches

Every delivery, we will issue the delivery photos, loading



photos for all our clients, and let them no worries.

Mirror glass loading photos

Application for 5mm silver mirror

Silver  mirrors  are  widely  used  in  furniture,  handicrafts,
decoration,  bathroom  mirrors,  cosmetic  mirrors,  optical
mirrors, and car rearview mirrors, etc.

Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  Co.,  Ltd,  as  a  professional  glass
company, since 1994 build 4 production based for processed



glass, float glass, mirror glass products, and in the past 10
years,  develop  so  many  float  glass  in  China,  not  just  a
investment, but also make sure all our glass quality can reach
what customers need, win owners good comments and more orders,
and reach win-win business, and established great partnership
in future.

Dragon Glass all members here ready to service you with your
any projects, if you interest, kindly contact us anytime, send
messages to us.
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